
 

 

 

OUTDOOR RATED CABINETS 

PM Power Products, LLC. introduces the FME-IP66-12U/600 TC and FME-IP66-12U/600 RM floor 

standing network cabinet especially designed for outdoor environments. The nineteen inch, EIA 

standard IP66 cabinet is supplied in a white finish along with an adjustable mounting depth of 24 

Inch (600 mm). The white finish reduces heat build-up while thermostatically controlled fans 

support active heat management.  

Remote temperature monitoring and access control with power reset support is available with 

model FME-IP66-12U/600 RM. Connected via cellular, the FM-IP66-12U/600 RM provides 

temperature monitoring, remote reset, and door release as well as notifications by SMS, email or 

phone call when used in conjunction with the PM Power Products StaffAlerter. 

The floor-standing IP66 rated network cabinet has a front door with a 3-point locking system and 

replaceable filters. The 12U outdoor cabinet includes front-mounted vertical cable management 

rings on both sides of the cabinet providing lockable access for security or controlled access to 

equipment. The cabinet door can be controlled by StaffAlerter with a remote door release choice. 

Remote A/C power reset feature is also available. 

The 24 Inch (600 mm) outdoor network cabinet has round cable glands with removable rubber 

covers on the base where fan trays are located. Based on different protection grades, the FME-

IP66-12U/600 TC outdoor network cabinet is supplied with ventilation fins and covers. This 12U 

IP66 cabinet supports equipment like network switches and servers while supporting standard 

IP66 temperature range. 
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Features:  

 HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION: The outdoor 

network cabinet construction is durable 14 

Gauge cold-rolled steel with a white finish. 

 COOLING SYSTEM: This cabinet has 120VAC 

10A fans with temperature control that allow 

airflow to help limit network slowdowns due to 

prevent overheating.   

 VERSATILE DEPTH: Adjustable depth of 19.28 

inch to 5.9 inch compatible for a greater variety 

of server and switch depths 
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 HARDWARE INCLUDED:4 x M12 

Mounting Bolts; 12 x M6 Screws;12 

x M6 Cage Nuts; 12 x M6 

Washers;2 x Pairs of Keys 

 EASY INSTALLATION: Comes pre-

assembled for fast and simple 

installation. 

 Applications: Outdoor data 

equipment, telecom gear mounting 

 


